Senator Farmer moved the following:

Senate Amendment (with title amendment)

Between lines 676 and 677
insert:

Section 12. Paragraph (kk) is added to subsection (6) of section 627.351, Florida Statutes, to read:

627.351 Insurance risk apportionment plans.—
(6) CITIZENS PROPERTY INSURANCE CORPORATION.—
(kk) If required to report attorney fees paid by the corporation, the corporation must specify separately the amount paid:
12 1. For attorneys employed by the corporation or hired by
13 the corporation from third-party firms.
14 2. To claimants for whom the corporation has been held
15 liable.
16
17 ================= T I T L E A M E N D M E N T =================
18 And the title is amended as follows:
19 Between lines 82 and 83
20 insert:
21 amending s. 627.351, F.S.; requiring the Citizens
22 Property Insurance Corporation to report certain
23 amounts separately when required to report attorney
24 fees;